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Historic Blades & Practical .22s

The 1917 Bolo Knife is the most well known
version of a series of knives that started in U.S.
service with the 1909 U.S. Army Bolo. It is no
ordinary machete, but well suited to combat.

The Henry U.S. Survival Rifle shown
with its parts, clockwise from top: the

barrel, the stock, the receiver/bolt/trig-
ger group, a primary magazine, a spare

magazine and the butt cap.

A Glock 22 shown with
the Ciener .22LR Conver-

sion Unit slide/barrel/
recoil assembly and the

.22LR magazine.

Heretical though it might sound to some, I’ve
never been a great fan of .22 rimfire target shooting.
My maternal grandfather, Hunting Colfax Morrell,
was just the opposite. He had a rimfire rifle range in
his basement, firing at clay pipes and bullseye tar-
gets that rang when the bullet struck. He’d take his
pet rifle – it broke down for easy transport – out to
the range at a local lakeside amusement arcade
and, much to the displeasure of the guy behind the
counter, “bust” clay pipes and other breakable tar-
gets with perfect regularity, never wanting any of
the Cupie Doll prizes for his two daughters. He just
wanted to shoot some more. To my knowledge, he
had only one handgun, a Hopkins & Allen break-
open revolver, in .32 S&W. 

I, on the other hand, neither inherited his con-
siderable marksmanship skills nor his fondness for
the recreational .22 rimfire. I have .22s, but only
because they serve some other useful purpose. My
favorite .22 rifle, for example, is the Henry Repeat-
ing Arms (www.henryrepeating.com) U.S. Survival
Rifle, which disassembles to stow in the rifle’s
buttstock and is great to toss into the trunk of the
car on the chance that one might need to engage a
target at greater than handgun range. The U.S. Sur-
vival Rifle, the improved descendant of the origi-
nal Armalite AR-7, is one of those pieces of equip-
ment I consider so essential that I wish everyone
had one. I’m sure the Henry Repeating Arms peo-
ple wouldn’t mind that one bit.

In the spirit of practical .22 rimfire shooting,
one cannot get much more practical than having
a .22 conversion kit for a centerfire defensive
handgun, allowing easy, economical practice for
honing one’s shooting/gun handling skills. A great
example of this is the Ciener (www.22lrconver-
sions.com) Glock 17/22 Conversion Unit. The one
unit will work equally well with a Glock 17 or a
Glock 22. In order to use the kit, merely unload
your 17 or 22 and field strip it as you would for
cleaning. Inside the plastic case for the Ciener
Unit is a slide, barrel and recoil assembly and a
magazine. Merely mount the slide, barrel and
recoil spring unit as one piece, load the magazine
with 15 rounds of .22 and insert it into the pistol
and you can keep shooting until you run out of
ammo. Some of the Conversion Units Ciener

makes for the 1911 have been reported with over
100,000 rounds through them and still function-
ing just as they should. Even if you reload for any
of the centerfire caliber pistols for which Ciener
makes his Conversion Units, putting 100,000
rounds of centerfire ammo through your pistol is
going to put some strain on your wallet.

Ciener is most well known for his suppressors,
or “silencers.” What would be fun, if it didn’t
require special licensing, would be having one of
Ciener’s Conversion Units with an extra length
barrel threaded for a suppressor and the suppres-
sor to go with it. But, in most cases, one can’t
have everything!

Dismounting the kit to return your pistol to
centerfire mode is just as easy and can be facilitat-
ed by giving the barrel a little rearward nudge as
you strip off the slide. Ciener claims that swapping
to the kit takes about 10 seconds, which I’m sure
would be the case for the typical user. I, on the
other hand, had considered a career as a brain
surgeon, but was forced to turn from that path due
to the expense of the custom made surgical gloves
with ten thumbs. Like anything, however, after the
first few times you have swapped to the conver-
sion kit, you’ll be just as fast.

Ciener sent along a box of standard velocity
.22 LR Remington solids and we used this to test
the gun. High velocity and some standard velocity
ammo will work. As with ammo selection for any
.22 semiauto, it’s wise to try a little before buying
a brick of it. Results were flawless and accuracy
was consistent with the sort of accuracy of which
my Glock 22 is normally capable.

Spare magazines are available, if you wish to
have more than one for the Conversion Unit and
the 15-round capacity for the full-sized Glock is a
real plus when you are at the range, or if you
brought this kit along for emergency small game
shooting. With its plastic box and two magazines
– Ciener sent a second one with the test unit –
weight is almost bang on two pounds, so this
would not be prohibitively heavy to take along.

Giving your weapons added versatility and giv-
ing yourself a wider range of shooting possibilities
has always made good sense and, these days, is a
better idea than ever before.
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